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It is a standard at the FSV UK rhar Refereeos Report is at least 500 words long. In case

assess the thesis as "ncn-de{'endable" , please explain the concrete reasons for that in detail.

You can evcn usc a decirnal point (e.g. givitg the grade of 2.5
for 60 points).

Comments of the referee on the thesis highlights and shortcomings (following the 5 numbered
aspects of your asscssmenf indicatcd below).

I) Theoretical background:
The thesis under consirleration is reveilving around the reiationship betrveen state and statehood on
one side and climate change and environmental stress on general on the other side. Main question is
how the deten:itorialized state retains statehood. Scenarios and exampies are provided to doeument
the contemporary views of statehood and it ceimponents, that might, be missing due to
environmental ehanges such as global warming. J'ransfer of sovereignty and techr:isal solutions
such as building artificial structures are considered and their legal consequsnces described. As I aur
aware? Mr. Breitling lacks a background in international law and yet he covered the topic very
prolessionally.

2) Contribution:

The novelty of the thesis under consirieration is in a topic itself. The rnethods are not irew, but the
body of literature covering this topic is not vast, and thus I deem this paper ts be relevant and
vaiuable. One can always speculate what is missing, and fiom my standpoint i rniss cerlain
theoretical aspects stemming frorn the public intematicnal law, Iike thecry of donnant laws or
questian of prescription, or answer to what would happen if the territorial aspect reernerges i1 a
previous f*nn. All these can be trddressed through defense of the thesis. Or,,erall the work is
surpassing standards for master thesis in eontribution.

3) il{ethods:

Mr. Breitling has based his research on quaiitative review of relevant data and available literat*re.
The tables provide do not deepen the analysis by including quantitative fiieasures, but they make the
text more orderly and serve the purpose. Primary sources (Montevideo Conventir:n, UNCLOS) are
covered and sonre of the cases of both lnternational Court of Justice and Pennanent lnternational
Course of Justice are rtentioned. More fbcus or"r tire en:ergent and dyramic nature of the customary



law covering the territory wouid be welcomed, but the thorough analyses of the codified text
(especialiy in UNCLOS) is sufficient for the question at hand.

4) Literature:

Whilst debating declarative and constitutive theory of statehood author does not forget to mention

most recognized authors like Shaw and Crawford. It is vital not to study customary law appertaining

to statehood only by the "yardstick" definitions in the Montevideo convention and ornit the view of
much more elaborated United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and author

mentions UNCLOS in detail. Among the prominent authors in the thssis I would like to mentiotr

James Crawford and Maxine. Burkett. The relevant literature consisting of jurisprudence and

primary sources like Montevideo convention and UNCLOS was covered and cited in a professional

manner"

5) Manuscript forrn:

The thesis is divided into three parts. First part devoted to Srnall Island Dweloping States

vulnerable to the destructive eifects of climate change serves as good introduction to the issue at

hand. Second part cover$ Montevideo convention and its conception of Statehood and the last part

fbcuses on fulfilhnent of statehood companents under environmental stress and on the question of
statehood under environmental stress in general. Work meets all fannal criteria for Master thesis

required by the Faculty of Social Science. Finishing with altsrnative forms of statehood and the

conclusions consider the steps for eontinuous statehood without tenitory. Language style is clear

and concise, including well chosen tenninology from the realm of public international law.

Naturally there are misspells to be criticized, like the "coincidental shelf' on the page 23, but due to

the overall quality of the text, I will refrain to do so,

I recommend to grade it as exeellent.
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